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The ring binding is SUCH a plus here. No more fighting pages which refuse to lay flat. The edition is

clearly printed and easy to read. The paper seems to be thick enough for the size of the volume. I

like the editorial notes as well. I would wholeheartedly recommend this edition.

I'm quite glad to have this in my small piano music library but the printing quality is actually pretty

poor. If I thought they had good copies available (meaning mine is simply a bad specimen) and it

would be easy to swap for, I would do it. I don't believe that's likely though, so I'll just hang on to this

as a secondary reference. I'll attach a photo of part of page 1, Sonata No. 8

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“PathÃƒÂ©tiqueÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•, 1st Movement, and also a photo of the same

piece of page but from a home laser print from the mutopiaproject. I realize that they come from

different texts and sources but put all that aside for a moment and look at how the beams of the

semihemidemisemiquavers (128th notes) blur and blob together. They are all still legible (kind

of???) but not really acceptable if I wanted this collection simply for its beauty.

This is a massive tome. It contains the Schirmer's editor's notes. The spiral binding is essential in a



book this size and it does lay flat without any problem. I was concerned that turning pages quickly

might be problematic, but that has not been an issue. (No, the issue continues to be getting the right

finger on the right key at the right time, but I can't blame this book for that.)

It's quite thick. I think I would have liked it better in volumes. It's practically impossible to move

around easily in the book. But I love it nonetheless.

The book is great but the binding is terrible. It's very easy to fell apart.

It's Beethoven. Enough said.

perfect transaction. Perfect music

Big heavy book 3" thick, who knew?
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